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Copyright Society 

 

 

DACS is the UK's copyright and collecting society for artists and visual creators. Every year, DACS pays millions of pounds of 
royalties to artists and visual creators through its three services: Payback, Artist’s Resale Right and Copyright Licensing. They 

represent over 52,000 UK and international artists including some of the biggest names in contemporary visual arts. 
 
The Kowalsky Gallery opened in autumn 2006 with an exhibition to celebrate the life and work of Elaine Kowalsky, the 

gallery’s namesake and one of DACS’ founding artists. It has continued an exciting and diverse exhibition programme that 
provides a platform for showcasing work by artists who use its services. 
 

For more information visit  www.dacs.org.uk or www.kowalskygallery.co.uk 

 

Nicky Carvell 

 

After graduating from Goldsmiths College in 2006, Nicky Carvell is currently studying at the Royal Academy of Arts Schools in 
London.  
 

Extracting imagery from found 90’s posters which are of personal significance to her and processing these to the point of 
formal excess, her work may appear at first to be celebratory; however a darker side exists behind the vivid layers of colour. 
With the figure of the tragic hero at the forefront, issues of disenchantment, trauma and death are confronted. Consequently, 

morbid fascinations such as disembowelment and decay instigate works which crucify the idols she once invested in, whilst 
simultaneously immortalising them. 
 

For more information visit www.nicolacarvell.co.uk 

 

Adham Faramawy 

 

 
Since graduating from The Slade School of Fine Art in 2004, Adham has exhibited, organised and performed in a multitude of 

warehouse and gallery shows both in London and internationally. These include a recent screening at Tate Modern, London, 
the new URA! space in Istanbul, and was included in ‘The Black Market’ group exhibition at Anna Kustera Gallery, New York.  
 

Using the medium of film, Adham express ideas concerning transmissions of knowledge, demonstrating fluid or floating 
identities. He creates his realities within physical sets and also the manipulation of postproduction. 
 

For more information visit http://www.myspace.com/adhamfaramawy   

 

Nathan James  

 

James was born in Kirkland Lake, Ontario, Canada in 1979 and currently lives and works in London.  He studied at The Ontario 
College of Art and Design and McMaster University and has had exhibitions throughout North America and Europe, being recently 

featured in Scope London.  
 
James presents a day-glow matrix that is the antithesis to the modern world envisioned in 1956 by Richard Hamilton, with his 

principal Pop work “Just What Is It That Makes Today's Homes So Different, So Appealing?”. With these paintings James is 
inferring mass media materialism can indeed fulfill some of their promises of leisure and enjoyment, but at the cost of forfeiting 
some of the subjects' humanity. James uses a combination of techniques, including traditional painting, silk- screen printing, and 

stenciling to achieve his distinctive works. He finds inspiration from many sources, including trash TV, graphic design, vintage 

photography, popular magazines and his own passion for youth culture. 

 
 For more information visit www.ndjames.com 

 

Piers Secunda 

 

 

 
(b. 1976) Studied painting at the Chelsea College Of Art, London and the Surrey Institute Of Art, Farnham UK. Secunda 

has exhibited widely and is represented in various international and private collections, including the collection of Rachel 
Whiteread. 
 
Piers Secunda’s work has developed out of a desire to remove paint from its traditional support, in his words, to “as far 

as possible to separate the material from the restraints of the applied 2D surface.” 
 
Because this angle is under explored, this work has a look entirely of it’s own. It carries suggestions of assemblage, and 

can occasionally evoke the patina of empty billboards, their accumulations of torn posters. The paint Secunda uses is 
poured into sheets cans with moulds and often operates in the form of industrial fixtures with their own structural 
integrity. 

 

Subliminal Girls 

 

 

 
Subliminal Girls are an indie top 20 chart act who address topics of popular culture with personal narratives and up to the second 

social observations. With the wry social commentary of Pulp and the dejected, baffled-wisdom charm of Art Brut, they aim to 
produce the perfect pop record with content more honest and darker whilst portraying their romanticised view of the world. 

 

The Subliminal Girls contain ex and current members of The Art Goblins, Rhesus, Ciccone, Video Club, The Welsh Elephant, 
Guarana, Future and the Boy and Dizzy Moth, Low Fat Custard, Bridport Daggers, Crissi Cromer All Stars and have recently 
supported acts including The Bravery, Jamie T, The Rumblestrips, Art Brut and Babyshambles. 

 

For more information visit www.myspace.com/subliminalgirls 

 

 

Stuart Semple 

 

1980 born Bournemouth. Currently lives and works in London and Dorset. 

 
Stuart Semple's drawing, painting and printmaking re-articulates pop cultural elements into a personal universe of 
fear, isolation and nostalgia. His works balance a fabricated, mechanized perfection with an emotive painterly surface 

where symbols collide ambiguously. This deliberate ambiguous nature within the work neither celebrates nor 
criticizes popular culture, remaining autonomous in the recording of visual contemporary reality. Stuart Semple has 
exhibited worldwide in both solo and group exhibitions, has featured in biennale's in Mexico, Liverpool and Sao 

Paulo. He has also curated group exhibitions internationally. Semple's sincerity and willingness for sublimation within 
his work has placed him as one of the leading exponents in a new generation of pop artists.  
 

For more information visit www.stuartsemple.com 


